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ABSTRACT
Ranking documents in response to users' information needs is a
challenging task, due, in part, to the dynamic nature of users'
interests with respect to a query or similar queries. We
hypothesize that the interests of a given user could be similar to
the interests of the broader community of which she is a part at
the given time and propose an innovative method that uses social
media to characterize and model the interests of the community
and use this dynamic characterization to improve future rankings.
By generating community interest language model (CILM) for a
given query, we use community interest to compute the ranking
score of individual documents retrieved by the query. The CILM
is based on a continuously updated set of recent (daily or past few
hours) user-oriented text data while smoothed by historical
community interest. The user-oriented data can be user blogs or
user generated textual data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ranking is a key step in Information Retrieval (IR) systems.
Existing ranking algorithms use different approaches to increase
performance based on similarity computation, social link analysis,
user behavior data, or personalization (user profiling). Ranking is
a dynamic problem, namely, user judgments with respect to a
query may change dramatically over time. We hypothesize that
the ranking score for each retrieved document in the search result
should depend on current community interests, for instance, as the
following formula shows, (ranked by) the probability that the
community (for the target query) interested in document at a given
time.
|
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In this paper, we use “community interest” to determine the
ranking score, and we compute the interest level of the global (or
local) community in a specific document for a given query at a
given time. Instead of employing user judgments about what is
interesting and what is not, we will use user oriented (real-time)
text data (such as blog postings, news comments or user selected
news text) to represent users’ interests. By using a topic-modeling
algorithm, topics of the real-time community interest in the user
text data are identified as probability distributions over words.
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Each word or topic is then weighted by historical text data from
the community. At last, the community interest language model
(CILM) is constructed as a language model for each query to
represent the current interests of the community. For each
document in the search results, we also infer a score (using the
precomputed probability topic models) that is proportional to the
level of community interest in this specific document given the
query. This score is then used for ranking the entire set of
retrieved results.

2. COMMUNITY INTEREST RANKING
In the Web 2.0 context, users may generate different kinds of text
data, such as blogs, selected news, and comments that reflect their
interests. In this paper, we use time sensitive blog data (from blog
search engine) to represent users, and we also extract dynamic
computational community interest from language model
perspective.
For each popular query (from query log), a list of real-time blogs
is collected. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, &
Jordan, 2003) is used to extract the topics within the collection,
and each topic is a probability distribution over words. The next
step is to model the community interest based on the extracted
topics for ranking.

2.1 Community Interest Language Model
We define community interest (toward each query) as a dynamic
probability distribution of each candidate topic over each query,
and each number in this distribution represents the current
community interest probability of a specific topic given the target
query. From language model perspective, the final ranking score
could be the (retrieved) document likelihood given the dynamic
topic probability distribution for the target query.
|
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As mentioned earlier, the candidate topics are extracted from most
recent blogs generated by users (in the community). In the
preliminary experiment, we find there are three different kinds of
topics:
1. Background topic (stoptopic): the topic covers the very basic
background features of the query. Those words could be
judged as a query specific stopword list.
2. Hot topic: there are two types of hot topics for the community;
first, a topic in which the community is continuously and

increasingly
ly focused, andd second, a topiic related to brreaking
news surroounding the queery, which is off great interestt in the
community..
3. Diminishingg topic: the topic is no longer popullar for
community;; and the comm
munity’s intereest is shifting too other
topic(s).
d build
In order to dettect each aboveementioned toppic category and
language moddel to mirror the current reeal-world comm
munity
interest, we will
w
use histoorical communnity interest as the
smoothing facttor.
First, the colleccted user generrated blog data will be separatted into
different segm
ments based onn their generatte timestamp (as
( the
following diagrram shows, froom CI-now to CI-n
C ordered by
y time).
Each segment can be viewed as a snapshot of the comm
munity
interest (about the query) at a given time. Seecond, the mostt recent
LDA topic moddel will be usedd to infer each of the historicaal CI to
get the probabiility of each CII-k interested inn topic-k, P (toopic-z |
CI-k).
History

Now

In this paperr, from languuage model perspective,
p
reetrieved
document likkelihood givenn real-time community interest
i
distribution
estimated by real-time blogss will be used to
t rank
the result collecction. As the foollowing formulla shows:

Score (doc ) = P ( doc | θ CI )
CI is the real tiime community innterest

As mentioned earlier, two ddifferent parts compose comm
munity
interest (CI): CI-now (the most
m
current CI
C snapshot) annd CIhistory (historical CI snapshots). According to (Zhai & Laafferty,
2004), smoothhing could be uused to model the noisy worrd (like
IDF effects) annd improve thee accuracy of thhe estimated lannguage
model. In this research, we faace the same prroblem, as we need
n
to
model the real--time community interest by id
dentifying the popular
p
topic distribu
ution, while filtering the noisy inforrmation
(background and
a
diminishinng topics). In order to solvve this
problem, we used
u
history com
mmunity intereest distribution as the
smoothing facttor as followingg:
log
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In the above formula, the probability thhat CI generaate the
document couuld be computted by CI-now
w generate doccument
probability divvided by CI-hisstory generate document
d
probability.
So, if a docum
ment gets a high ranking score, it should have a high
current interestt probability scoore (document topics interest current
community) with
w
a low historical intereest probability score
(document topiics not interest hhistorical comm
munity).
As we know, CI-now
C
is the most
m current LD
DA model based topic
distribution. So, the problem
m left is how to model CI-hhistory.
Intuitively, hisstorical comm
munity interest should be a decay
function, as thee more recent community
c
snaapshots should have a
larger contribuution to the iinterest model compared wiith old
snapshots. Bassed on this hypothesis,
h
the following reccursive
function will be employed to define to CI-history witth user
interest decay parameter
p
.

·

;

Inn the formulas,,
is the oldest communiity interest snappshot,
annd it is estimatted by the infeerred topic prob
bability distribuution.
For any
, itt is defined (no
ormalized) by
and
wiith an
p
. Baased on this deefinition, finallyy, the
innterest decay parameter
C
CI-history will be:
b

·
1

So,
is compposed by
,
,
…
(all the historiccal CI
snnapshots) and decay parametters will be 1,, , …
(0 <
1 .
Finally, the retriieved documennts will be rank
king by the reall time
coommunity interrest generate prrobability scores.
From July to Deecember 2008, I implemented the
t CIV approaach
w
with blog traininng at Yahoo! Seearch. And in th
he next academiic
year, I will be fo
ocusing on CILM
M approach dev
velopment and
exxperiment withh blog training aas well as comm
ment tagged new
ws
trraining.

33. EVALUTION
T
The evaluation of a ranking allgorithm is diff
fficult, especiallly for
thhe real-time raanking task, w
which cannot employ
e
existingg test
coollections suchh as TREC. Precision-at-doocument-n (Annh &
M
Moffat, 2002) iss currently a ggood measure for
f the web, as most
users will be foccusing on only tthe very first paage of n results. And
N
Normalized Disscount Cumulaative Gain (N
NDCG) (Järvellin &
K
Kekäläinen, 20002) works when user graded
d relevance daata is
avvailable.
A
As a real-time ranking
r
algorithhm proposed in
n this thesis, human
h
juudgment will be used for evaluation. Th
he CIV and CILM
C
generated from blog and newss will be comppared to the poopular
raanking algorithhms and existting web searcch results. Thee top
raanked documennts will be ratedd as “interestingg”, “just ok”, orr “not
reelevant” by useer. For NDCG, each kind of usser judgment will
w be
asssigned a num
meric score, succh as 2, 1 and 0. In prelim
minary
evvaluation, expeeriment with Yaahoo collection
n, the CIV algo
orithm
caan increase the number of “innteresting” ratin
ngs by 16.74% while
decreasing the “not
“
relevant” rating by 20.559% comparedd with
over 9 queries, top 5
popular news seearch engine raanking result (o
V can
seearch results byy 5 users for 5 days). NDCG shows that CIV
siignificantly (t-test p<0.05) incrrease the rankin
ng performancee.
Inn the next academic
a
year, I will laun
nch a much more
coomprehensive user evaluatioon based on Amazon Turk
k and
prropose an innovvative dynamicc ranking evaluation method. While
W
trraditional evaluuations are bassed on static reelevance judgm
ments,
thhe new rankingg evaluation w
will be based on a user’s reall-time
prreferences. As time is introdduced as a new parameter in
i the
evvaluation matrrix, a user’s jjudgment abou
ut the same queryq
document pair could
c
be differrent depending on the momen
nt the
decision is madee. The great chhallenge is to deevelop an evaluuation
frramework that allows results ffrom the new raanking algorithhms to
be compared to those obtainedd using existing
g ranking algorrithms
annd to popular seearch engine raanking results.
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